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A Group Analysis for some Geometric Evolution Equations 1 
Abstract 
In this thesis we study the geometric eikonal equation (1.1). This equation 
was proposed by Keener in [6] to model the prolongation fronts of solutions of a 
large class of reaction-diffusion equations describing waves in excitable media. It 
also arises in phase transition model in Gurtin [5]. Group invariant solutions of 
(1.1) are important for the study of the formation of singularities as well as the 
asymptotic behavior. We shall perform a group analysis for (1.1). 
First, the symmetry group of the equation is determined. Next, a classification 
of its one-dimensional subgroups by conjugacy is then given. In a certain sense 
all group invarint solution are found in this way. Each one-parameter subgroup 
of symmetries determines a group invariant solution. The solution satisfied by it, 
called the reduced equation, is a second order ordinary differential equation. We 
shall solve all these ordinary differential equations one by one and discuss their 
properties. Finally the reduced equations corresponding to representatives in the 
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In this thesis we study the group properties of the (geometric) eikonal equation 
for plane curves. Consider the equation 
^ = ( “ 祝 /^^0, (1.1) 
where N is a choice of unit normal for the curve 7(., t) and k is the curvature of 
7 with respect to N. This equation is a special case of the more general equation 
8X 
—={eH + fi)N, e > 0, fi ^ 0. (1.2) 
where X(.,t) is a hypersurface in E^ with mean curvature H(.,t). When e = 0, 
(1.2) reduces to the well-known eikonal equation in geometric optics. So (1.2) is 
the classical eikonal equation coupling with geometric effect. 
The geometric eikonal equation (1.2) was known to physicists and applied 
mathematicians for a long time. For instance, it arised in the study of the propa-
gation offlame front in Markstein [7], in motions of the grain boundary in Mullins 
9], and crystal growth in Turnbull [15]. In spite of these works, we understand 
that a systematic study for (1.1) and (1.2) began more recently. It comes from two 
different areas. First, in 1986 Keener [6] proposed (1.1) and (1.2) as a good ap-
proximation to describing the motion of the wave fronts separating two distinct 
equilibrium states for solutions of a large class of reaction-diffusion equations. 
5 
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These equations are fundamental in describing the waves of excitable media, 
which embrace many problems in mathematical biology and chemical reactions. 
For background of the problem one could see Grindrod [4] and Murray [10]. Since 
the publication of [6], many works follow. One may consult the reviews Tyson-
Keener [14] and Mikhailov-Davydov-Zykov [8] for more recent development. 
The second impetus on the study of (1.1) comes from the theory of phase 
transitions. In the so-called sharp interface approach to the phase transition (of 
two states), Gurtin [5] proposed the equation 
m ^ = g{0)k - /i (1.3) 
where 9 is the normal angle, i.e. the counterclockwise angle from a fixed axis to 
the normal N. Here 
g{0) 二 / W + , W 
where f > 0 is the interfacial energy; |j, is the relative energy of the two states, 
and b > 0 is the kinetic function which depends on the material. The assumption 
that both g and b depend on 6 reflects anisotropy, a property holds for crystallive 
materials. In case of isotropy, equation (1.3) reduces to (1.1). Theortical study 
on (1.3) can be found in [5], Angenent-Gurtin [1] and Soner [13 . 
Equations (1.1) (and (1.2)) are geometric evolution equations. More precisely, 
suppose that locally 7 is represented as a graph j{x,t) = {x,u{x,t)). Then (1.1) 
is equivalent to 
ut = 1 ¾ + " ^ / ^ . (1-4) 
This is a quasi-linear parabolic equation. The form of (1.4) is the same as long 
as 7 is a graph. So it is geometric. (In constrast let's consider the heat equation 
Ut 二 Ua:x • 
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Ifthe graph {x, u{x, t)), at some time interval, can be viewed as graph in {u, x{u, t)). 
Then the equation becomes 
— 2 _ ^t — “^ ^UU 
^1 
which is not Xt = Xy_u- It is not geometric.) In Chou-Li [2] and [3] a group analysis 
for geometric evolution equations including the curve shortening problem 
Yt = • (L5) 
has been carried out. The purpose of the group analysis is to find all group-
invariant solutions (with respect to the Lie point symmetries) of the equation. It 
has been known that these solutions are important in the study of singularities 
formation and asymptotics behaviour of the solutions. 
In this thesis we shall apply the ideas developed in [2] and [3] to study (1.1). 
A group analysis usually contains three steps : (1) determining of the symmetry 
group ofthe equation, (2) classifying the group-invariant solution up to conjugacy 
(optimal system) and (3) solving the resulting reduced equations and obtaining 
all group invariant solutions. We shall do it in chapters 2-5. 
In chapter 2，we shall give a very brief review of Lie's theory of symmetry 
groups for differential equations. A one-parameter group of symmetries is a family 
of local difFeomorphisms 
X = E(x,iz,e), 
u = $(x, i / ,e) , e small 
satisfying x = E(x, u, 0) and u = $ (x , u, 0) which preserve solutions of the differ-
ential equation. The vector field 




淑 … = I S(x,^/,e) , and 
0 € e = 0 
Q 
<Kr，W = ^ $0^，u,e)， 
0€ e = 0 
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is the infinitesimal symmetry for the one-parameter group. We shall derive the 
basic prolongation fromula which is to be used to determine the Lie algebra of all 
infinitesimal symmetries in chapter 3. Since the equation is geometric, it must 
admit the Euclidean motions (translations in x and u, rotation in x — u but not 
the reflection because it is discrete) as its symmetries. Furthermore, being not 
dependent on t explicity means that it admits translation in t. We shall show 
that in fact all these infinitesimal symmetries form a basis of all symmetries. 
After determining the Lie algebra, we consider the group invariant solutions of 
(1.1) and (1.4). According to the general theory, given any infinitesimal symmetry 
V, or more precisely the subspace spanned by v, there corresponds a v-invariant 
solution. In order to describe all group invariant solutions, one needs the concept 
of an optimal system. We shall determine an optimal system for (1.4) in chapter 
4. 
Finally, in the last chapter, we will discuss the group invariant solutions corre-
sponding to each element of the optimal system. In the following table we list the 
group invariant solutions corresponding to each element of the optimal system. 
Vector Fields Invariant Solutions 
氏 straight lines 
dt stationary solutions 
du + Oidt traveling solutions 
-udx + xdu circles (/i > 0) 
shrinking circles (/i < 0) 
—udx + xdu + |3dt spirals 
In the appendix we give a derivation of (1.1). 
Chapter 2 
Group Analysis 
Roughly speaking, the symmetry group of a system of differential equations is 
composed of all local transformations acting on the independent and dependent 
variables of the system simultaneously with the property that they transform 
solutions of the system to solutions. To determine these transformations, S. Lie 
introduced the method of "linearization". By passing from the transformations 
to infinitesimal transformations, that is，vector fields, the infinitesimal symme-
tries can be determined by certain partial differential equation provided by the 
"prolongation formula". By integrating these vector fields one obtain the symme-
tries. Our basic reference of this chapter is Oliver [11] where one can find precise 
definitions and further explanation. The main goal of this chapter is to present a 
proof of the prolongation formula. It is slightly different from the one presented 
11. 
2.1 Groups and Differential Equations 
Suppose we are given an algebraic equation involving m independent variables 
x = (x\ ...，x^) and one dependent variable u = u{x^,. •. ’ x^). The solutions of 
the algebraic equation consist of the set {x | u{x) = 0}. Let X = M^, with coor-
9 
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dinates x = (x^, • • •, x^), and U = R be the spaces representing the independent 
variables and dependent variable respectively. 
Let M be an open subset of X x U and let G be a local, connected Lie transfor-
mation group acting on M locally. We denote the action of g G G on x G M by 
g • X. Consider the algebraic equation F[x) = 0 in M. 
Definition 2.1 The group G is called an invariant group ofF{x) = 0 ifF{g • 
x) = 0 whenever x is a solution of F{x) = 0 and g . x is defined. 
Let V be an infinitesimal generator of G, i.e. an element in the Lie algebra g, 
and let g^ = exp ev be the one-parameter (local) subgroup generated by v. By 
differentiating the equation F(g^ • x) 二 0 and then evaluting at e = 0，we obtain 
v (F(x ) ) = 0 on F{x) = 0， (2.1) 
where now v is identified with a vector field v^{x)d/dx^ on M. When G acts 
effectively on M, the Lie algebra g is isomorphic to these vector fields with the 
standard Poisson bracket. When F satisfies the maximal rank condition, it is 
true that each vector field satisfying (2.1) generates a one-parameter invariant 
group of F{u) = 0. For this reason (2.1) is called the infinitesimal criterion for 
invariance. 
Now, let u{x) be a function whose graph F^ passes (xo,i/o) ^ M，i.e. 
(孙,—= ( a ; o , w ( Z o ) ) ^ r „ = {{x,u(x)) : X e Q } C X X U, 
where Q C X is the domain of definition of u. The set g. 1^ is contained in X x U 
and it contains g . (xo,Wo)，i.e. 
9 • Fu = {(x, u) = g . (X’ u) : [x, u) G F^J . 
The set g-T^ is not necessary the graph of another single-valued function u = u{x). 
However, since G acts smoothly and the identity element of G leaves 1^ un-
changed, by suitably shrinking the domain of definition Q of u, we can ensure 
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that for elements g near identity, g • F^ 二 F^ is the graph of some single-valued 
smooth function u = u{x). We write u 二 g • u and called the function u the 
transform of u by g. 
Now, we can give a rigorous definition of the concept of a symmetry group 
of a given differential equation. Given a differential equation A(x, u^ ^^ ) = 0 of 
n-th order. We may consider it to be an algebraic equation on the n-jet space of 
(a;,w),M(^). A local (Lie) transformation group acting on (x, u) extends to be a 
local (Lie) transformation group on M(") in a natural way. Let 
A[u] = A(:r,w(W) = 0 (2.2) 
be a n-th order differential equation in m independent and one dependent vari-
ables. 
Definition 2.2 A local Lie transformation group on M is called a symmetry 
group of(2.2) ifthe n-th prolongation ofG is an invariant group ofA{x, u^^^)= 
0 on M^^l 
2.2 Prolongation 
Before finding symmetries of differential equations, we need to "prolong" the 
basic space X x U under consideration to a larger space which also represents 
the various partial derivatives occuring in (2.2). 
Definition 2.3 Given a smooth function u = u{x), i.e. u : X ~")- U, there is 
an induced function ^/�=pr^^^u{x), called the n-th prolongation ofu, which 
is defined by the equations 
uj = dju{x) 
_ d^u{x) 
dxj^ dxj^.. • dxjj^ 
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where J 二 (Ji,j2,.'',jk) is an unordered k-tuple of integers, with entries 1 < 
jk < m, indicating which derivatives are being taken, the order of such a multi-
index denote by #J" 二 k. i.e. u^^^ = {u] Ui, Uij, ‘ • •) where Ui,Uij,.'. denote 
covariant differentiations. 
Thus, pr(—w is a function from X to the space 7^(打）,and for each x in X, pA^^u{x) 
is a vector whose C=+^ entries represent the values of u and all its derivatives up to 
order n at the point x. For example, the second prolongation of u 二 u{x, y), u^^\ 
is given by 
( � _ ( du du d^u d^u d^u\ 
(t/; Ui, Uy, Um Uzy, Uyy) = \^U； —, —, —, ~ ^ , ^ ) • 
Definition 2.4 The total space X x U^^\ whose coordinates represent the in-
dependent variables, the dependent variable and the derivatives of the dependent 
variable up to order n is called the n-th order jet space of the underlying space 
X X U. 
Actually, G induces an action on the jet space M(W 二 X x [⑷，called the 
n-th prolongation of G, in natural way. Let (xo,u^^^) be a point in M(—. We 
first choose a function u{x) defined near xo whose derivatives coincide with u^^^ 
at Xo- By differentiating the resulting function u{x) at x we obtain the action of 
9 on (a;o,^4r)), denoted by pr^^^g{xo,u^Q^). Using the chain rule, it is easy to see 
that ii(W depends on (:ro，i4—) only. Hence, it is independent of the choice of the 
representative function u for (xo, UQ^^). 
Now, let pe 二 exp(ev) and consider pr(^)g^ on M("). 
Definition 2.5 The n-th prolongation ofv, denoted pA^^v, is the vectorfield on 
the n-th jet space M—) obtained by 
Pr(")v|(T，u(„)) = ^ pr(n)5^eOr,i/(n)) (2.3) 
dt e=0 
for any {x,u^^^) E M(^). 
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If we set 
0 (n)” 二 ” + y ^ ^J 1 < |J| < n 
J ^J _ _ 
where 
v = D M * + <Kx,u)l, 
i=l 
the coefficients ¢),8 are completely determined by v via the fundamental pro-
longation formula 
m m 
•J = D j ( ^ - Y A � � + Y A � J (2.4) 
A:=1 A;=1 
where Dj is the total derivative in J. For instance, 
m m m 
Dj ( 0 - J2 � ) = ^ j + ^Wj 一 J2 ( ¾ * + ^uUj) Uk — X ^ � j 
A^—1 fc—1 Aj—X 
We will give a proof of (2.4) in the next section. 
Let's turn to differential equation (2.2). By the definitions for invariance and 
the prolongation of the group actions it is readily seen that G is a symmetry 
group of (2.2) if and only if 
pr^^^v{A[u]) = 0 on A[?/] = 0， (2.5) 
for any infinitesimal generator v of G. This is the criterion of invariance for 
differential equations. It is the foundation of our calculation. Notice that here 
both equations are viewed as algebraic ones on M(—. In fact, it is true that under 
some mild conditions on the system (see, Theroem 2.71 in [11] ) v generates a 
symmetry group if and only if (2.5) holds. Any v satisfying (2.5) is called an 
infinitesimal symmetry for (2.2). Note that (2.5) is essentially a system of 
partial differential equation for f and ¢. By solving (2.5) one can determine all 
infinitesimal symmetries and the symmetry group can be obtained by integrating 
systems of ordinary differential equation. 
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2.3 The Prolongation Formula 
We will give a proof of the prolongation formula (2.4) of the group of (2.2) in this 
section by induction. The proof for the general case, i.e. systems of differential 
equations with m independent variables and q dependent variables, is essentially 
the same. 
Let Qe be a one-parameter Lie transformation group acting on M x R. In local 
coordinates the group action is 
x^ = E^(x, u, e) i = 1, • • •, m 
u = <^(x, u^  e) 
where x^ = E^(x, u, 0), i — 1, • • •, m and u = $(rr, u, 0) . For a function u{x) 
defined in a neighbourhood of xo, u{x) is defined in a neighbourhood of x^ because 
x^ = E^(x, u{x)^ e)， i = 1, •..，m 
is a local diffeomorphism for small e. Consider the differential equation (2.2). If 
9e 二 exp(ev) is a symmetry of (2.2)，by differentiating the equations A[ii] in e, 
we get 
^ ^ ^ , a A ^aA . a A … ‘� 
0 - E ^ + ^ ^ + - + ^ ^ ^ on A[u] = 0 . (2.6) 
2=1 
Here we have written 
^ = y ^ ^ A + ^ A 
—dx^ du , 
2 = 1 
where 
把 
C{^,u) = I (x,u,e), i = l,...,m, 
U6 e=0 
抛 竹工,u) 二 I {x, u, e), oe e=0 
and in general, 
<l>\x^u)=学 (x,u,e) 
oe e=0 
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= ( 0 - E ^ S . + T A � j H n (2.7) 
k=l "^1 ^ " k=l 
where 
一 du _ duj 
^i — "^ TT, UJi ~ o i ox^ ox^ 
Proof : We first prove the formula for first order derivatives. For i = 1，• • •，m , 
~/~、 ^ d^ dx^ ^d^ dx^ 
• ) = ; L w ^ + ; L ^ , . ^ , 
k=\ k—\ 
and 
dui 一 ^ / 炉$ dx^ d^ d^x^ \ 
1 (工） = 2 ^ Kdedx^ ‘ W + ^  . dedx^) 
k=l 
^ / ^ ¼ dx^ 竺 d^x^ \ 
+ ^ V ^  ‘ ^ ' ‘ W ^ ^ ‘ ^ ' ‘ a ^ J • 
k=l 
At e = 0, 
dx^ — 把 把 
dx^ dx^ du ^ 
=hi， 
d^x^ — d^x^ 
dedx' = ~dedx' 
— - f k — si， 
and 
¢^ = ^ 
de €=0 
二 〒 ( 炉 少 炉少 \ ^ ^ ( d ^ 竺 、 d ¥ 
一 ^ \ d ^ ^ ^ ‘ ^ V W e=0 ^ ^ V ^ ^ ^ ‘ ^ V a ^ e^ 0 
K=i «二1 
m 
=i^i + ^uUi) - ^ Uk$ 
k=l 
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m 
= D i ^ — Y^Ukg (2.8) 
k=l 
m m 
= D i [ c | > - Y , e u k ) + J 2 ^ ' u k i . (2.9) 
k=l k=l 
Hence, (2.7) holds for |J| = 1. The general case will be established by induction. 
Let's assume (2.7) holds for all J, \J\ < n and prove it for n + 1. 
Now we must show 
' ^ m m 
^ Un-3nU^) = ( ( ^ - ^ f ^ ) . . + ^ ( ^ % i . . . L + i . (2.10) 
决 口0 ^ t^l ^n-3n^l t^i 
We have 
_^ ~ /-x 
^ e=0"ji...““ZJ 
d T T l r\ ~ r\ U 二 — f^^uj,...j^ dx^ \ 
—de e=o\^ dx^ d^n+iJ k—l 
E^ d (duj^...j\ dx^ ^ ^^ji-jn ^ ( d^k \ 
^ V dx^ )dxjn+i e = o ^ ^ dx^ We\dx^-+^) e=o fc=l k=l 
8 Q m 
= ^ ^ ( d e = � � . . " ^ " ) — E 0 n + i � . . " ^ ' n * 
A:=1 
which, by induction hypothesis, is equal to 
Q m m m 
= d ^ [ { ^ - T . ^ ' ^ ^ ) . , +E^'^^^i-i^]-ECi^^.i-in 
A;=1 ^' “ k=l A:=1 
m m m 
= ( ^ - Y A � \ . + E C l ^ - i n +J2^'ukj,...j^^, 




=(rf>0“+i+f>Wn+l k=l "^1 "^n+l k=l 
We have shown that (2.7) holds for J, \J\ = n + 1. By induction we conclude 
that it holds for all J. • 
Chapter 3 
Symmetry Group For the Eikonal 
Equation 
Consider the eikonal equation 
g 二 ( “ " ) A ^ M / 0 (3.1) 
where N is a choice ofthe unit normal of the plane curve 7(.，t), k is its curvature 
with respect to N, and fx is a fixed nonzero constant. This is a system of two 
equations for 7(-, t). In this section, we determine the infinitesimal symmetries for 
(3.1). First of all, we observe that this system is geometric; any reparametrization 
ofthe curves leaves it invariant. As a result, any difFeomorphism on the parameter 
space is a symmetry for (3.1). To get rid of these reduntant symmetries, we must 
fix a parametrization. From the analytic point of view, this is also useful since 
its reduces the weakly parabolic system (3.1) to a single parabolic equation. A 
frequently used parametrization is to represent 7 as graphs. 
Let's assume that during some time interval 7(., t) is the graph {x, u{x,,)), x e 
(a, b) , for some function u. We may choose the unit normal to be 
N = -j2={-u.,,l). 
y/^ + ul 
17 
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Then the curvature of the curve with respect to N is given by 
J _ _ ^xx K — o 
(1 + ^ 1 
The normal velocity of 7 is equal to 
(0,ut) • N = Ut{l + ul)-"2 
Therefore, (3.1) becomes 
-t - I ^ + /^(l + ^ i 
This is a quasi-linear parabolic equation. Let's denote 
A M 三 ut{l + u l ) - u : , : , - ^ i { l + ul ) i (3.2) 
= 0 
Equation (3.2) is the one we shall work on. 
Theorem 3.1 Denote the vector space of all infinitesimal symmetries of (3.2) 
by s. Then 5 is spanned by 
{dx, dt, du, -udx + xdu}. 
Proof : Let 
V = ¾^ + rdt + (fdu 
be a vector field on the space (x, t, u), where f , r and ^ are functions of (x, t, u). 
According to the infinitesimal criterion for symmetry (2.5), v generates a sym-
metry of the equation (3.2) if and only if 
口厂⑵幻⑷以])=0 on A[u] = 0 (3.3) 
where pr(2)v is the second prolongation of v on the 2-jet space of {x,t, u). We 
have 
pr(2)v(A[ii]) 
= 槐 剛 ) + 风 _ ) + w i , � A M ) 
= i f ' { l + ul) + ip^[2u,ut - 3譯“1 + ul)-2] - ifii 
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where, by the prolongation formula, 
(ft 三 Z^0^_(l^_TWt)+fw^ + T7^  
二 DtT - {DtOux - {Dtr)ut 
= ( f t + {<Pu 一 n)ut - ^tUx - ^uUxUt - TuUl 
^^ 三 D x ( < ^ _ ( ^ ^ _ T W t ) + ( I ^ T + 7"l^; 
= D a ; ( p - {D^O^x - {l^xr)ut 
=^x + {^u - ^x)Ux - ^uUl — r^Ut - TuUtUx 
and 
(^ 工工三 Arx(<^- f^a : -Tl / t )+f^^ra : + TT^o: 
= D j ; : i p - 2{Dx^Uxx - {DxxO^x - 2[D:^r)u^t _ {D^a:T)Ut 
=(fxx + ^^xuUx + ^uuUl, + ^uUxx 
2 3 —^ XX^ X — 2^ xit^ x — ^^X^XX — ^UU^x — ^^u^x^xx 
_^XX^t _ 2TxvMxUt _ ^^x^xt _ ^UU^x^t — 2Ty/U>xUcct — ^u^xx^t 
{D is total differential operator). After eliminating u^x in the equation (3.3) by 
using A[iz] = 0，(3.3) essentially becomes an algebraic equation in x, t, u, u^, Ut and 
Uxt- Setting their coefficients to zero gives us linear partial differential equations 
for ^, T and (p. By solving them we can determine s. 
First, we see that the term 2{Dxr)uxt is free from the others. So D^r 二 0, i.e. 
Tx = Tu = 0 
We conclude that r 二 r(t) only. Now (3.3) is reduced to 
0 = [^t + {^u - n)Ut - ^tUx — ^uUxUt]{l + ul) 
+ [ 2 寧 1 — 3"14“1 + ul)i][(pj: + {(pu - f � z - ^uul[ 
-{^xx + ^xuUx + (fuuUl - ^xxUx — 2^a:uUl _ ^uuUl) 
-{^u - 2fx - 3€«izz)[z^t(l + ul) - " ( 1 + ul)i]， 
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Grouping terms containing Ut together, we get 
0 = {(Pu - rt){l + ul)ut - f „ ( l + ul)Ua:Ut 
+2[^X + {^u - ^x)Ux - ^ uUl]UxUt 
-{(fu 一 2Cx - S^uUa:)Ut{^ + ^x). 
Then 
0 = (1 + ul)[{ifu - Tt) 一 ^uUx — {^u - 2^x - ^^uUx)[ 
+2[(^a; + {(fu - ^x)Ux — ^uUl]Ux， 
which implies 
-Tt + 2^, = 0， （3.4) 
^ u ^ ^ x = 0 , (3.5) 
-Tt + 2ipu = 0 . (3.6) 
The remaining terms are 
0 = fl{l + ulY^[-ZiPxU:, - 3{(Pu - ^x)ul + ^^uUl + (1 + ul){cpu - 2fa, - 3^uUx). 
+ (1 + ^l)i^t 一 t^Ux) - ^xx - ^^xuUx — ^uuUl + CrxUx + 2 � u U l + ^uuUl， 
which implies 
<Az-26: = 0 , (3.7) 
-2 i fu + x^ = 0 , (3.8) 
^t - ^xx = 0 , (3.9) 
- 6 - 2if^u + Lx = 0 , (3.10) 
^t - ^uu + 2exr. = 0 , (3.11) 
- 6 + u^u = 0 . (3.12) 
From (3.7) and (3.8)，we have 
u^ = fx = 0 • 
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From (3.10) and (3.11), 
6 = 0， 
^t = 0. 
So, we conclude that ^ and (p are depend only on u and x respectively. Further-
more, from (3.4)，(3.9) and (3.12), 
Tt = 0 , 
^xx = 0 , 
U^U — 0 • 
Thus, 
T 二 ai , ai constant , 
(f 二 tt2:r + tt3 , tt2, tt3 constants , 
^ = a^u + tt5 , tt4, tt5 constants . 
By (3.5), we know that 
tt4 二 -tt2 . 
Therefore, a general infinitesimal symmetry is of the form 
V = {-a2u + 05)¾ + aidt + {a2X + a3)du 
=aidt + a2{-uda: + xdu) + a3du + ¢15¾ 
The theorem follows. • 
From now on, we shall denote 
Vi = dx (translation in x) 
V2 = du (translation in u) 
V3 = —udx + xdu (rotation from x- to u- axis) 
t = dt (translation in t) 
IIIWIIIIIIIIMIII 
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According to the general theory, s forms a Lie algebra under the usual Poisson 
bracket for vector fields. The structure of s is shown in the following table. 
S Vi V2 ^3 t 
Vi 0 0 V2 0 
V2 0 0 -Vi 0 
V3 —V2 v i 0 0 
t 0 0 0 0 
Table 3.1 : Composition for s. The {i,j) -entry is [vi, Vj . 
Sometimes it is convenient to use the support function and the normal angle 
to describle (3.1). Let's assume 7 is a piece of arc whose orientation is in the 
positive X- direction and whose curvature is positive. Then the angle 6 between 
the unit normal u and the positive axis is a strictly increasing function of s, the 
arc-length of 7 . Therefore, we may use 9 as a parametrization of 7. We have 
t = (sin 9, — cos 6) and 
u = (cos 0, sin 0) 
The support function h is a function of 9 defined by 
h{0) = ^{s{6)) • u{9). 
Notice that h depends on the choice of the origin in the plane. For different choices 
of the origin the support functions differ from each other by linear functions. It 
is well-known that the curvature of 7(") is given by 
( ) hee + h 
Therefore, (3.1) becomes 
/1 = 1 
hee + h 
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(assuming the curvature is positive). When the curve 7 is represented as a graph 
and described by the support functions simultaneously, the following relations 
hold. 
,_ U - XUx 
= ( l + ^ ^ V 2 ' 
tan^ = —l/ux , and 
— - X - UUx 
‘二 (1+以幻1/2. 
Therefore, 
氏 = ( 1 + 1 / ^ 1 / 2汰 + ( 1 + |4)1/2汰沒， 
氏 = ( 1 + ^ 4 ) 1 / 2 汰 + ( 1 + |4工)1/2成权， 
o _ 1 ^ - X - UU^J： - u + XUg： 
氏怎 = r r ^ ' 十（ 1 + 〒九十（ 1 + u i y / ^ ^ ' 
and dt remains unchanged. 
Now we can convert vector fields on the jet space {x, t, u, u^) to the jet space 
[0, t, h, ho) using these formulas. For example, take v = V3 + |3t 二 —udx + 0dt + 
ocdu. Its first prolongation is 
-vAv + Pdt + xdu + (1 + ul)du, 
Therefore, it goes over to 
(1+^5)1/2¾ + (1+:^1/2¾ + 脚 + (1+1^1/2¾ 
—XUx ^ „ —X — UUx ^ —U + XUx ^ 
^(1 + 1/2)1/2¾ + de + ( 1 + ^ 1 / 2办 + (l + IX^V2^ 
= d e + f5dt 
Hence v becomes 线 + j3dt in the new (0, t, h) - coordinates. Similarly, we also 
can take v = V2 + at . 
The following table shows the conversion. Of course, one can also compile it 
by applying the infinitesimal criterion for symmetry (3.3) to (3.12) directly. 
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以力=1^ + "(1 + 心 * 卜 二 - 丄 + " 
dx cos 9de 
du sin 6de 
—udx + xdu de 
— dt dt 
Table 3.2 : Infinitesimal Symmetries in {x, u, t) and [0, h, t) 
Chapter 4 
An Optimal System For the 
Eikonal Equation 
In the last section, we have determined a basis of s. We shall regard any element 
of 5 as a vector field on (7, t) e R^ • Since it is linear, the one-parameter group of 
difFeomorphisms it generates is global on R^. Let's denote the Lie group corre-
sponding to s by <S. In fact, it is the connected component of the identity of the 
full symmetry group of (3.2). Every element g in S is a symmetry of (3.1) in the 
sense that g{^{-, t), t) is a solution of (3.1) whenever (7(-, t), t) is a solution. The 
structure of S is given by the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.1 Every element in S can be expressed as 
9 = TE 
where E is a rigid motion on the plane and T is a translation in t. 
Proof : Observe that Vi, V2 and V3 generate the Euclidean group of rigid motions 
on the plane which act trivially on the t-component. Using the relations 
TE = ET', T' a translation in t 
25 
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it is easy to see that every finite product of expCiVi, i = 1,2,3, and expe4^ can 
be expressed in the form TE. Since every g e S can be expressed by a finite 
products of this form, the proposition holds. 口 
For each one-dimensional subalgebra ¢) 0f5, it corresponds to a one-parameter 
subgroup of S given by 
H = {exp ev : e G M } , 
where v is any nonzero element of f). The group invariant solution satisfies a 
"reduced equation", which, in our situation, is a second order ordinary differential 
equation. Let's take v = cdu + dt {c ^ 0) as an example. By solving the ordinary 
differential equation 
dx du dt 
I = 一 = T = “^ , 0 c 1 
we obtain the group action 
he{x, u, t) 二 exp ev{x,u,t) 
=(x,u + ce,t + e), e 6 M. 
There are two "invariants" : x and u — ct. Setting u{x,t) = ct^v{x) in (3.2), we 
see that v{x) satisfies the equation, 
C(l + ^ = ” , , + " ( l + ^ 3 / 2 . 
By solving this equation we obtain a v-invariant solution which is in fact a trav-
eling wave. 
Since there are infinitely many one-dimensional subalgebras, it is impossible to 
write down all reduced equations, let alone solving them. Following Ovisiannikov 
12], we shall classify them. We say two subalgebras ()i and ()2 are equivalent if 
there exists g € S such that Adg(f)i) : f)2- Here Adgis the adjoint representation 
of g on 5. It is a linear isomorphism on 5. An optimal system (of one-dimensional 
subalgebras) is a collection of one-dimensional subalgebras {l)a}aeA satisfying (1) 
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for any f), there exists g G S and \)a such that Adg{\)a) 二 )^a, and (2) all f)a's are 
mutually inequivalent. 
At the group level, the relevance of this notion is that, (7, t) is a 丑-invariant 
solution if and only if g{j,t) is a pi/^ri-invariant solution. Therefore, once an 
optimal system is constructed, all group invariant solutions can be obtained as 
images of the ()«-invariant {a G A) under Ad S. 
Now, we determine an optimal system for (3.2). 
Theorem 4.1 An optimal system consists of 1-dimensional suhalgehras gener-
ated by 
Wi 二 Vi 
W2 = t 
W3 = V 2 + o d , a / 0 
t^ 4 = 1^3 
w^ = V3 + ^ ， /^ 7^0 . 
Proof : The action of the adjoint representation of S on 5 is shown in Table 4.1. 
It is obtained by using the formula 
¢2 
Ad{exp{ev))w = w — e[v, w] + -[v, [v, w]]—.... 
jL 
Ad vi V2 vs t 
Vi Vi V2 V3 - ev2 t 
V2 Vi V2 V3 + evi t 
V3 V\ cose + V2 sine V2 cos e — Vi sine V3 t 
t Vi V2 Vs t 
Table 4.1 : The {i,j) -entry is Ad{exp{evi))vj. 
•••••iiiiMMMnm™m™mmwmnnnnm¥miMfMnnn_i__ii iii  iiiimMmnBMiMMMMtMWMW— 
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Let 
3 
V = ^ ttiVi + a4t 
i=l 
be in s. We consider two cases separately. 
Case (1): a3 = a4 = 0. We can use Ad{expev3) for a suitably chosen e to 
eliminate V2. Hence < v > is equivalent to < Vi�• 
Case (2): a^ + a| + 0. If a3 = 0，then a4 + 0. We use Ad{expev3) to eliminate 
Vi. Then < v > is equivalent to the space spanned by 
W2 = t if ai = tt2 = 0 
W3 = V2 + at， a ^ 0 if a^ + al ^ 0. 
If a3 ^ 0, we use Ad{expevi) and Ad{expev2) to eliminate Vi and V2. So < v > 
is equivalent to the space spanned by 
W4 = Vs if a4 = 0 
w5 = v3 + |3t , |3 + 0 if a4 + 0. 
We have shown that any one-dimensional subspace of s is equivalent to one of 
the subspaces spanned by W1,W2,. • •，1^ 5-
Now, we claim that they are inequivalent, and hence form an optimal system. 
To prove this we define some invariants [11]. A mapping i : s ~~> R is called an 
numerical invariant if i{Adgv) = i{v) for all g e S. Notice that any element 
in S is of the form 
exp{eiViJ • •. exp{cNVi^) exp{et) 
So, i is an invariant if and only if i{Ad{expeVi)v) = i{Ad{expet)v) = i{v) , for 
all e, Vi{i = 1,2,3) and t. 
Fact 1 : a3 and a4 are invariants. This can be easily seen from Table 4.1 . 
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Fact 2 : b is an invariant where 
f 
1 tt3 = 0，a? + al + 0 
b = 
I 0 otherwise 
Since a3 is an invariant, it suffices to check the invariance of b under a3 = 0. 
However, observe that the adjoint actions of expeVi,i = 1,2 and expet do not 
change Vi and V2. We only need to check the actions of Ad{expevs). In fact, after 
acted by Ad{expev3), the new coefficients of Vi and V2, say ai and ^ , satisfy 
al^al = ai + a|, and b is unchanged. We conclude that b is actually an invariant. 
This is obvious from Table 4.1. Now we put everything in the following table. 
a3 a4 b 
wi 0 0 1 
W2 0 1 0 
W3 0 a 1 
w4 1 0 0 
ws 1 0 0 
Table 4.2 
It is clear that Table 4.2 that Wi's are mutually inequivalent. We established the 
optimality of {iOi, • • •, 1^5}- 口 
Now we list the reduced equations ofthe optimal system in the following table. 
" ^ ^ " - " - ^ " " " " ^ - " " - * - - ^ " " " * " - " " " " " " * " * " ^ H f a i f f l B M W 
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group action invariant (y, v) reduced equation 
on (x, u, t) 
Wi {x + e, u, t) {t,u) Vy 二 /x 
W2 {x,u,t + e) {x,u) Vyy = -M(1 + vlf^^ 
W3 {x, u + e, t + ae) (x, au - t) a^Vyy = {a^ +�)—fi{a^ + v � ^ 
W4 {x cos e - u sin e, (t, x^ + v?) Vy = - 2 + 2fj,v^/^ 
X sin e + u cos e, 
t) 
w^ {x COS e — u sin e, {x^ 4- u^, 〜二知 
2 
X s i n e + ucose, ptan—i u/x — t) 2 \ = (1 + ^ ) ( 1 - \) 一 广 广 〜 - ^ 
t + ef5) 
Table 4.3 
Now we explain how to obtain the reduced equation for w^, t/?4 and w^. First, 
for Wz, from the two invariants we infer that w^ admits an invariant solution 
satisfying au[x, t) = v{y) + 1 where y = x. We have 
aut 二 1 , 
aUx = Vy , and 
^^xx — ^yy . 
Now, putting these expressions for ut, u^ and Uxx into (3.2), we obtain the 
reduced equation for w^ listed in Table 4.3 . 
As for 1X74，the invariant solution is v{y) = x^ + u^{x,t) where y = t. We have 
Vy = 2uut， 
0 = 2x + 2uux，and 
0 = 2 + 2ul + 2uua:a:. 
This implies 2uut = Vy, uu^ 二 -工 and uu^ x^ = - ( 1 + u^). And hence the reduced 
equation for W4 follows. 
_______i__iMi_iM__^ __i_iiiiiiwwBnnnBTnwnnMnmwwwMM^ ti_^ ___i__Mii__Mi_iiii_iiii||_iiiiiiu^  
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Finally, for w^ the invariant solution is u(x,t) = xtan[(i' + t)/p] where v = 
v{y),y = x^ + u\ We compute 
ut = xsec^ ( ~ ^ ) ^ ^ ^ ^ ^uutVy) 
= 々 + 3 > + 2-t〜） 
‘ _ 2yVyUUt + y 
= Jx • 
This implies 
= y 
px — \u , 
where we have set A = 2yVy. Next, 
* fv +1\ ( v?\ 1 , � ^ � u^ = t a n ( " ^ J + j ; ( l + pJ-Vy(2a; + 2m^) 
W y 
= - + -{2XVy + 2UUxVy) 
00 |DX 
= - + ^ ( A x + Xuu:j:). 
X j3x 
This implies 
f3u + \x 
^ j3x — \u . 
Consequently, 
_ [|3x - Xu){|3uj: + A + ocXyyx) - {0u + Xx){0 - Xu^ - uXyy：,) 
以 工 工 二 [px — XuY 
_ (A^ + 0^){xUg: — u) + 0yXyyx 
二 {Px XuY • 
Using 
Xx^ + Xu^ 
xu^ — u = — — 
px — Xu 
= x y 
px — Xu， 
and 
yx 二 2x + 2uux 
= 2 P y 
px — Xu 
—^^^~^^~~^~~~-^~~~~~~~~——~™—-™-°™"°*"™mmmmiMMmFMmffi«aa—B 
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We get 
一 (X' + /]')Ay + 2y'/^'Xy 
^n _ (知 一 Mx)3 • 
Now, putting these expressions for Ut, u^ and u^x into (3.2), we obtain the reduced 
equation for w^ listed in Table 4.3. 
Finally, we point out that the reduced equations for Wi and W2 are otherwise 
obtained in a straightforward manner. 
i^^^M^w^M^^^M^—^W—^^^M^1^—^—T^WM^WW1^^—1^^^WMT—T¥TraiMffTWlTW^B^MnTOftWWFfln—TTW¥nnWnrWniW_MHmMftlltiWttHgHHfffffflWHmfiritiMIIII<bMli|irHM%mMffiriWfMWmaySMmMi 
Chapter 5 
Group Invariant Solutions 
In this chapter, we will discuss the reduced equations obtained in the previous 
chapter. 
5.1 Straight Lines 
The reduced equation for Wi (t-translational invariant) yields the solution, u{x^ t)= 
|j,t + c, c G M. Therefore, all it;i-invariant solutions are striaght lines, moving up 
or down in constant speed. 
5.2 Stationary Solutions 
Group invariant solutions with respect to W2 are of the form u{x, t) = v{x) where 
V satisfies 
x^x = - " ( l + � / 2 (5.1) 
So it is a stationary solution of (5.1). Let w{x) = Vx{x). Then (5.1) becomes 
w: 二 _ / / ( l + lt;2)3/2 
33 
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. T h i s is a first order ordinary differential equation and the solution is 
秘(工)— —fix + a 
^ 1 一 (-fix + a)2， 
where a is an arbitrary constant. So the general solutions of (5.1) is 
fJ^ (^v(x) + 6)2 + ( - f i x + a f = 1 , 
where b is an arbitrary constant. We conclude that these stationary solutions are 
circles of radius l/fj,. 
5.3 Traveling Waves 
Group invariant solutions with respect to W3 are of the form au{x, t) = v{x) +1 
where v satisfies 
a V z = (a2 + ^ [ l - " ( a 2 + ^^i/2] (5.2) 
The curve defined by (x, au{x,t)) describes the translation of the curve defined 
by V along the positive u-axis in constant speed l/a. If we rotate the axes it 
consists of the form x{u — H) and thus justifies the name of a traveling wave. 
Without loss of the generality, we assume a > 0. Depending on the values of /i, 
solutions of (5.2) can be put into 2 classes : /x < 0 and fjL > 0. First, we consider 
/i < 0, and let w = Vx, w satisfies the equation 
a ^ , = ( 以 2 + 切 2 ) [ 1 _ " ( 仅 2 + 切2)1/2] (5.3) 
As a result, the solution w^ satisfying i(;(0) : 0 is given infinitly by 
r a^dw — 
io (a2+Z/;2)[l_p(Q^2 + ^2)l/2]=工. 
So Wo is an odd function defines in ( -Xo, xo) such that 
Wo{x) ~ > —00 as X ^ —xo , and 
Wo{x) " ^ + 0 0 as X — Xo . 
•••••••^•••^M^—nmnmwTMMwnTTminTrfWTnnMTOifimmMMMnnniiiiHiMiiiiNmiiiMiwiMiiiimiiiiiiMiii i_iiiiiiii__iiiiiiii iimii iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^iiiiiiii iiii mm 1 
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Here 
^ — 广 a ^ 
狗 = J o (a2 + ^2)[l_^(^2 + ^2)l/2]〈⑴ 
Near xo, Wo behaves like [(-2/i)(xo - x)]'^f^. Therefore, the solution v^ of (5.2) 
corresponding to WQ is given by 
如 ⑷ = / WQ{s)ds + C 
Jo 
where C is an arbitrary constant. So Vo is a convex function over ( -Xo , xo) which 
tends to finite values as x tends to xo or —XQ. The most general solution of (5.2) 
is of the form vo{x + Xi) where Xi is any fixed number. The graph of vo{x + xi ) 
is not complete. However, we can put many of them together to form a complete 
curve with cusp singularities. See figure 5.1. 
mi 
Figure 5.1 /x = —1 and a 二 1. 
Next we consider /i > 0. We shall separate the discussion for (i) afj, > 1, (ii) 
ajjL < 1 and (iii) afi = 1. In case (i), the right side of (5.3) is always negative 
and the discussion is parallel to the case yu < 0. In particular, we known that 
the corresponding Vo is concave in some ( - x o , Xo) with slopes blowing at the 
end points. As in the case /i < 0, we may put them together to get a complete 
traveling wave with cusps. See figure 5.2. 
^_^^_^^—^^^^^^^————a————i—^M^iH_i_» iUtiiiMWMWBiMwaMgwMmsw&awMBagaMB«Mi«aMa«aanorM«i^, 
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- f m 
Figure 5.2 fi = 2 and a = 1. 
When a|ji < 1, the right hand side of (5.3) is positive in the strip S — {(rr, w): 
w- < w < w^} where w+ = ^l/y^^ — a^ and w_ 二 —yJl/^j? — a^. The corre-
sponding solution V is a convex function on the real line with slope tends to some 
w^ (resp. wJ) as x tends to oo (resp. —oo). See figure 5.3. 
\J 
Figure 5.3 /i 二 0.5, a = 1 and w{x) lies on S . 
For (x, w) lies above or below S, Wx is negative. The solution v with w lying 
above S is a concave function defined in (a, oo) with slopes approaching w^ as 
X ~> oo. On the other hand, the solution v with w lying below S is a concave 
function defined in ( - o o , a) with slopes approaching w_ as x ^ —oo. We may 
put these two types of solutions together to form a complete traveling waves with 
cusp. See figure 5.4. 
__B^ M__MmMMWTiM-MmmwmTnB-nmmmrwmwmMMm__iii_ii__iiiiiiiiiiiii__i_iii__iiMmffffwwmir"*mmHffmwMMMmmi 
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. \ / 
Figure 5.4 fi = 0.5, a 二 1 and w{x) lies outside S • 
Finally, we consider the case a " = 1, it is easy to see the solution curves from 
the case a^jL < 1. The strip S becomes a straight line, so all the solution curves 
are straight lines. And for [x,w) lies above or below 5, w^ is negative. The 
solution V is same as the case ajjL < 1. 
5.4 Circles 
Group invariant solutions with respect to w/^ are of the form v{t) 二 a;2 + ^^2 where 
V satisfies 
vt 二 - 2 + 2"， （5.4) 
As first, we shall consider /i > 0 . So the invariant curves are circles but never 
shrink to a point. 
Suppose the initial condition of (5.4) is i;(0) = vo , where o^ is a positive 
number and not equal to fjT^f^. Then the solution of (5.4) is 
;^2(t) + i l n | _ l + /^ t;2(t)| = jjLt^-c 
A^  
where 
c 二 vl + - ln I - 1 + ^vl “ 
It is easy to see that when fiv^^ > 1, v{t) is a strictly increasing function of t. So 
the invariant solutions are expanding circles with the initial radius v^^. When 
^^ M^ ^^ —i^ M^ ——^ Mnw^ MnMmwwTm™nffwm—MrMmBmwwBmm—riffwi_ifffMflBiiiifiMmwi^ rMiMffffnwMfiMmngMimm™rtft« 
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fwl" < 1, v{t) is a strictly decreasing function o f t . Thus the invariant solutions 
are contracting circles but never shrink to a point. 
On the other hand, when “ < 0 , i.e. A^  二 -jl where fi > 0, the invariant 
curves are contracting circles and shrink to a point. Similarly, the initial condition 
of (5.4) is i;(0) 二 vo > 0. The general solution is 
v^it) - - ln 11 + ilv^{t)\ = -lit + c 
A 
where 
c = vl - \ ln |1 + jlvl 
A^  
Since //¾;^ ^ 二 -jjiv^^ < 0, the solution is a shrinking circle, collapse to a point 
at the time t = ic. 
f^ 
5.5 Spirals 
The invariant curve corresponding to w^ = —ud^ + xdu + /3dt can be described 
in the (x, u)- plane by polar coordinates 
f 
X 二 r cos Q[y, t), y = r^ 
< 
u = rsin0(y,t), 
< 
where Q 二 Q�y, t) satisfies 
P0 = ^{y) + 1 (5.5) 
d(|) A ,_ x^ 
I y = ^ (5.6) 
and 
^ 二 —(/^2 + 灼[1 - ^ -队梦 + A )^V2,-i/2l . (5.7) 
dy 2P^ L y � 
Substituting (5.6) into (5.7) yields 
i ( t a n - ^ y 二 去 [ 1 - KP2 + A 2 ) i � - " 2 ] — > � y � . 
~ ^ _ ^ _ ^ — _ ^ ^ — ^ _ — ^ — — — — « — — — - _ _ _ — i«M»a««««yM»B-»«»»»»»»Bi»>«»«»«»»»«»»>«»»n««»««»»»^  
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Hence, 
m = —Man-i M + 1 | ' [ i - "(/?2 + 入2(劝1/2厂1/2]心.(5.8) 
We analyse the equation (5.7) in two cases. First, we shall consider “ < 0. 
Without loss of generality, take fi = - 1 . Then (5.7) becomes 
字 = ‘ ( 沪 + 巧[1 - A + ("2 + A )^l/2 -^l/2l • (5.9) 
dy 2/?2 L y J 
Setting the right hand side of (5.9) to zero, we note that A is always non-negative 
and we get 
1/2 — ^ 
^ 二 # + A2)+4X+^/;5^T^ 
This equation defines a curve T = {y,A{y)) in (0,oo) x R, where A{y) is strictly 
increasing and satisfies 
l i m ^ 二 |/^| 
yio 2/1/2 
limA(2/) = oo yti 
The curve F divides (0, oo) x R into an upper and a lower regions. Any integral 
curve of (5.9) starting from the upper region strictly decreases as y increases until 
it hits r； then it becomes increasing and tends to infinity, never crossing F again. 
On the other hand, any integral curve starting from (0, oo) x ( - o o , 0) is strictly 
increasing and tends to infinity as y ^ oo. 
Denote by Q^ the union of all integral curves starting in the upper region and 
Q,- the union of all integral curves starting in (0, oo) x ( - o o , 0). Both regions 
are open and Q+ lies above of n~. That is, any number of {A : {y, A) G f^+} is 
greater than any number of {A : {y, X) e 0 ~ } for the same y. Set 
X*{y) = inf{A : (y,X) € Q^} and 
K{y) = sup{A ： {y, X) e Q~} • 
!•••••••!••—MMwmmnnMmn—Mmmii__«••ii__i__i^ ii__iii__iii___iiiiiiiiiiiiii i iiPiiiiiii|iiiiii(iiiii iH i i 
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By the continuity and compactness of solutions of (5.9), both A* and A* are readily 
seen to be solutions of (5.9) satisfying A*(0) 二 A*(0) = 0. Moreover, 
0 < A* < A* < A (5.10) 
in [0，oo). We claim that in fact A* 三 A*. 
Lemma 5.1 Let X be a smooth solution of (5.9) in (0,oo) and continuous in 
0, oo) satisfying A(0) 二 0. Then 
X{y) = \y'^\l + 0{l)) aty = Q. (5.11) 
Proof : Rewrite (5.9) as 
(^^A), = ^ C ^ 2 + A 2 ) [ ^ + ( # + A 2 ) i / 2 ] - _ -
Therefore, for a solution satisfying A(0) = 0，we have 
洲 = 1 樂 [ 〜 2 + . 、 ) ) 1 ’ - / 為 & 
By (5.10) and the definition of A, 
0 < y/yX{y) < VvMy) < Wy • 
Therefore, 
VvKy) = \y{l + 0{l)) at y = 0. 
• 
Lemma 5.2 The solution of (5.9) with A(0) 二 0 is unique. 
Proof : Let Ai and A2 be two such solutions. By Lemma 5.1, 
l ^ / ^ ( A l - A 2 ) � | 
< Ci [\'^^\{Xi-X2){s)\ds + C2 r\{Xi-X2){s)\ds 
Jo Jo 
+ C 3 ^ ( A J ( . ) + A ^ ( . ) ) K ^ 1 ^ ^ ^ 
< C [\'^^\{Xi-X2){s)\ds 
Jo 
w^ __iiii__M_i^ i^ wMMWMmiMMnrMr^ iTfMmmMi^ i_iii_im__ii_iiiiiii__iPiiiii__iH_i__ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii  
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Now the lemma follows by a standard argument based on differential inequalities. 
• 
We denote the unique maximal solution of (5.9) starting at the origin by Ao-
A maximal solution A+ (resp. A") from Q+ (resp. Q~) will be called a type - I 
(resp. type - I I ) solution respectively. Notice that (5.11) holds for A� . It is not 
hard to see that for any A+ or A~, there exists S > 0 (depending on A) such that 
limA+(7/) = 00 , 
yl^ 
limA_(2/) = _ o o • 
yl^ 
Furthermore, for each S > 0，there exist a unique type-I and a unique type-II 
solution which blow up at S. The graphs of all type-I, type-II solutions and A 
form a foliation of (0,00) x R. 
The solution curve (5.5) depends on two parameters since 4> is essentially of 
second order. One parameter is the choice of A and the other is the integration 
constant arising from integrating (5.6). The latter accounts to a rotation of the 
solution curve of (5.5) in the (x, w)-plane, and hence is not essential. We shall 
always assume it has been chosen so that the solution curve starts at the positive 
x-axis or the origin. From (5.5) we see that the motion under the curvature flow, 
when applied to the present situation, is simply rotating the initial curve in unit 
speed along the counterclockwise direction. It suffices to study the snapshot of 
the solution curve at t = 0. So we focus ourselves on (36 二 0(y). 
Lemma 5.3 Let |30 二 </>(l/),A = X{y) be a solution of (5.6) and (5.9) where 
0 < y < 1. 
1. When A is of type-I (resp. X = Xo) defined in the maximal interval (c^,oo) 
(resp. [0,00)), 0 increases from 0 to 00 as y increases from 6 (resp. 0) to 
00. In fact, 
r2 
0 = 21n - ~ ~ - (1 + 0(1) ) atr = l. (5.12) 
• — — 1 
•^ ~^ ~~^ ~~~~~~^ ~^ ~^ — ~^^ "—~~~-*—™™"™__|""m—nmHiiiniiii__wffl—fflWMimmniMmMmTfmiMiwmB 
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2. When A is of type-II, there exists S' > S such that 9 decreases for y G ((^, S') 
and then increases in {S', oo). (5.12) still holds. 
Moreover, the solution curves in (1) and (2) are locally strictly convex. 
P r o o f : (1) and (2) follow from our discussion on A. (5.12) follows from (5.6) 
and (5.10) easily. To show the convexity we need to compute the curvature of 
the curve p6 = 4^{y). Regarding r as a parameter, we have 
明 = " ' 二 2 ; 严 ) (5.13) 
= r ( " 2 + A2)-"2 + i 
Hence, k > 0 in {6, oo) or (0, oo). • 
Now, we examine the regularity of 70 at the origin. In the following differen-
tiability is referred to the differentiation with respect to arc-length. 
Lemma 5.4 Let 70 be the solution of (5.6) corresponding to A(0) = 0 . Then 70 
is smooth at 0. In fact, dk/ds = 0 at 0 and d^k/ds^ blows up at 0. 
P r o o f : Notice that ds/dr = (x'(r)^ + y'(r)2)1/2 = (1 + A^)V2 jg smooth. So 
differentiability of k with respect to s depends on the differentiability of r with 
respect to r and the lemma follows from (5.13). • 
We note that regarded as a function of y 二 y{x) , A � i s given by 
1 2 1 4丄 
y = r —iT + … 
near (0,0). (5.13) implies the following fact : we can extend the curve (x(r), y(r)) 
， r e (0，00) to (—00,00) by setting 
{x{r),y{r)) 二 -{x{-r),y{-r)) ,r e ( - o o , 0 ) 
The resulting curve 7 is a complete, smooth, simple curve (spiral) whose curvature 
is positive (resp. negative) for r > - ( 1 + A )^~^ (resp. r < - ( 1 + A^)"^) and the 
^ ^ ^ _ ^ ^ ^ — — ^ ^ ^ » ^ ^ ^ ^ » ^ ^ » ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ — — ^ — M — — — — — ^ f M ^ — « — — r « W P 1 »11 I I I ^««^,1.».^ 
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origin is the unique inflection point, which is nondegenerate. We point out that 
our spiral is of the form G 二 2 log|^i^| at r = 1 and 6 = |r at r 二 0. This differs 
from the common spirals which are either 6 = r (Archemedian) or 9 = logr 
(Logarithmic), see, e.g., Murray [10 . 
It is possible to match a type-I solution and a type-II solution together to get 
a smooth complete embedded solution curve (asymmetric spiral). To see this, 
let's choose two A+ and A_ so that 
limA+(y) = +oo , 
yi^ 
limA"(^) = —00 
yi^ 
for the same 6 > 0 and 7士 so that they start at (0, v^) in the plane. Denote the 
resulting curve by 7 . 
Lemma 5.5 7 is smooth at (0, v ^ ) . 
Proof : First of all 7 is continuous at (0,v^). Since d9/dr > 0 for 7 + and 
d6/dr < 0 for 7 " near (0, V^), we may represent 7 as y = y{0)^ y = r^, for 
0 G (_e,e). When 9 G ( - e , 0], the curve is 7 " and it is 7 + when 0 G [0,e). We 
want to show that y is smooth at 0. To see that let's write (5.9) as 
—Le = (1 + L^P')[Ly - 1 + (1 + L^py^^y'^^]/[3 (5.14) 
where L 二 1/A is regard as a function of 6. Notice that L is continuous in ( - e , e) 
and L(0) = 0. On the other hand, from (5.6) we have 
ye = 2yL (5.15) 
(5.14) and (5.15) together imply that y is smooth in ( - e , e). • 
So, at any point away from the origin and lie in the unit circle, there passes 
a unique asymmetric spiral taking this point as its unique inflection point. Like 
< ^ ^ _ - ^ ^ _ ^ - - ^ ^ ^ ^ - - ^ - - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ M ^ - - ^ - ^ M l ^ - - - - i i - - > - * i M - - - > - o a M * f m r , i i .>.^^^^,^>.^. . . ,^. -v<< 
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the spirals, they rotate around the origin in constant speed. However, now the 
inflection point also moves under the flow. 
Now we consider the case fi > 0. Without loss of generality, take jjL 二 1 and 
p\ < 2. Then (5.7) becomes 
？ = ^ ( / ^ 2 + A 2 ) [ i - ^ - ( " + A2)i/%-"2] (5.16) 
dy 2p^ L y 
We shall classify the integral curves (5.16). Denote the right hand side of (5.16) 
by f. It is easily seen that { / 二 0} is composed of two curves 
ri : {r_(y) : y e (0, -A+]} U { r + { y ) : y G [-A+, oo)} 
and 
r2 ： {T-{y) ： y e (1, -A_]} U {r+(^) : y e [-A_, oo)} 
where 
P • 1/2 — —2A 
+ . " — VV^ 2 + A2 - V"2 + 2^ + 4A 
r_ • v"2 = —2A . 
V^2 + A2 + # + A2 + 4A 
A+ = —2 + ^ 4 - 沪 
and 
A— = - 2 - v / r ^ ^ . 
See the figure 5.5 . 
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k 
小 _^-• " • "^ 
U - ^ 
- z ^ > 
y 
r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ^ 
Figure 5.5 For f3 = 1. 
Along r+， 
包 二 ^i/2 r A + A + 2 -
dX ^ VA2 + /^2 ^A2 + /^2 + 4AJ . 
It is easy to see that r+ is strictly increasing as A > A+ and is strictly decreasing 
as A < A_. And along F_, 
包—1/2� A A + 2 • 
^ — ^ [v^ A2 + "2 — ^A2 + "2 + 4A-
it is strictly decreasing as A > A+ and is strictly increasing as A < A_. Hence, Fi 
decreases as y < - A + and then increases. P2 increases as y G (1，—A_) and then 
decreases. Moreover, r? tends to —oo as y 山 1 and satisfies 
l i m M = _|^|, yio yi/2 
limA(y) = —oo 
yii 
where A{y) is a solution ofF_. The vector field f is positive in the region bounded 
by Fi and F2, say Q, and negative outside. 
We can described all integral curves of (5.16) as follows. Call any solution 
passing Fi a type-I solution. Each type-I solution is decreasing until it hits Fi, 
then it becomes increasing and never hits Fi o r � 2 . Call any solution starting 
i^^M^M^^B^M^M^^^^^-MW^MM^-^f^^-M^iroWIMPinnnWiWWTIWniinWWTMlWnHyMW_MI__HH|i|lllilllWBMh_|i|__hllP<IIHIIII_l_>illl Wlil lt I iniinilii n m mn IIIII 
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from Q and never hitting Fi or T2 a type-II solution. Each type-II solution 
is strictly increasing. Call any solution starting from 7^ and hitting f2 twice 
a type-III solution. Each type-III solution is strictly increasing until it hits 
� 2 ’ it becomes decreasing and then increasing when it h i t s � 2 again. Call any 
solution starting from 1^ and hitting 厂2 at once a type-IV solution. Each type-
IV solution is strictly increasing until it hits [2, then it becomes decreasing, never 
hits ?2 again. The lower envelop of all type-I solutions and the upper envelop of 
all type-II solutions passing the origin. According to the Lemma 5.6 as follows, 
they are identical to form a separatrix called the type-A solution. This solution 
is always increasing. And the lower envelop of all the type-II solutions and the 
upper envelop of all the type-III solutions tend to A_ as y tends to —A_. It 
can be shown that solution converging to A— at —A_ is unique. Hence the two 
envelops concide to form a separatrix is called the type-B solution. Similarly, 
the lower envelop of all the type-III solutions and the upper envelop of all the 
type-IV solutions tend to —00 as y tends to 1. This separatrix is called the type-
C solution. All type-I, -II, -III, -IV, -A，-B and -C solutions form a foliation of 
(0,oo) X E. Moreover, given any yo E (0,1), there exist unique solutions which 
tend to 00 and —00 as y approaches y^ from one side. Furthermore, 
入士⑷ = ± C 7 ( y _ ^ ) - i / 2 ( l + 0 ( l ) ) (5.17) 
as y tends to y。，where 
M*(i++)r. 
L"2\yo y/^n 
Denote by Q^ the union of all integral curves of type-I and Q~ the union of all 
integral curves of type-II. Let A* and A* have similar meanings in the previous. 
We claim A* 二 A*. 
Lemma 5.6 Let X be smooth solution of (5.16) in (0,oo) and continuous in 
0,00) satisfying A(0) = 0. Then 
Ky) = -|l / i /2( i + o ( i ) ) at y = 0. (5.18) 
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Moreover, X is unique. 
Proof : Similar to Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2. • 
Given any solution X{y) of (5.16) defined in R. We determine an invariant 
curve in polar coordinates via (5.5) and (5.6). And we denote the unique maximal 
solution of (5.16) starting at the origin by Ao- Similarly, it suffices to study the 
snapshot of the solution curve at t = 0. So we focus ourselves on fi9 = ^{y). 
Lemma 5.7 Let P0 = •{y�and X = \{y) be a solution of (5.6) and (5.16). 
1. When A is of type-I (resp. X = Xo) defined in the maximal interval {yQ, oo) 
(resp. [0, oo)), 0 increases from 0 to oo as y increases from y^ (resp. 0) to 
oo. 
2. When X is of the type-II, -III, -A or -B, there exists y'Q > yo such that 0 
decreases for y G (yo, y^) and then increases in (y'�, oo). 
3. When X is of type-IV, -C (resp. X = Xo) defined in the maximal interval 
(yo, oo) (resp. [0, oo)), 0 decreases from 0 to oo as y increases from yo (resp. 
to 0) to oo. 
Proof : The assertions about 6 follow from our discussion on A. • 
The curvature of the curve is 
k{r) = r(/?2 + A2)—i/2 — i , (5.19) 
so the convexity of the curve is depending on the r and A. If (沪 + A )^~ /^^  > r, 
the curve 7 is concave. If [j3^ + A ? ) ] " < r, the curve 7 is convex. 
We also consider the regularity of 70 at the origin. It follows from (5.19) that 
Lemma 5.4 is valid for 70. 
^ ^ ^ — ^ ^ — ^ ^ — ^ ^ — ^ ^ — i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ — ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ ^ — ^ » M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ ^ ^ M ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ™ ^ W ^ ™ a i « < W » r » « n T F i — i W I I M I I W i l i m i m i I B?w a^t><;»;^ K«»^ r»，nm’�in»r^ >^^ a^M<n«»—»w”� 
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From (5.18), we compute 
e { r ) = - ^ r ( l + 0 ( l ) ) at r = 0. 
Z 
So, when viewed as a function over x, the curve is given by 
1 2 1 4 
y=-〒 + i T - … • 
(5.19) also implies the following results : we can extend the curve (rr(r), y{r))， 
r e (0, oo) to ( - o o , oo) by setting 
{x{r),y{r)) = - ( x ( - r ) , y{-r)) , r e ( - o o , 0) 
The resulting curve 7 is a complete, smooth, simple curve (spiral) whose curvature 
is positive (resp. negative) for r > (l+A^)"^ (resp. r < (l+A^)"^ ) and {cj){yi),yi) 
is the unique inflection point, which is nondegenerate. 
We can also match to type-I solution and a type-II solution together to get a 
smooth complete embedded invariant curve. Choose A+ and A_ so that 
l i m X^{y) = + 0 0 ， 
yiyo 
lim X~{y) = —00 
ylyo 
for the same yo and let 7^ be the corresponding solution curves. The following 
lemma asserts that 7^ do not rotate too fast near r = y ^ . 
Lemma 5.8 We have the estimates for 7^(r)； 
0^{r) = iC2/o-iO/-2A))"2(l + 0(l)) atT = h 
Proof : It follows (5.6) and (5.17) • 
Lemma 5.8 guarantees that 7=^  can be connected at ( 0 , ^ / ¾ . Denote the 
resulting curve by 7. 
Lemma 5.9 7 is smooth at (0，y/^). 
_ ^ _ ^ ^ _ > ^ _ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - - ^ ^ ^ - - ^ ^ - - ^ - - l - - - - a ^ - - FfTnrt^^-Tf—»-«"_ i - iMi«««>^^,« .^ . , . «^ ,^^^-«^-— - -"""^^—~— 
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Proof : Similar to the proof of Lemma 5.5, we only need to check y = r^ as a 
function of 0 is smooth. For this purpose, let's write (5.16) as 
Le = (1 + L2^)[1 - Ly + (1 + L ^ � \ / p (5.20) 
where L = l /A. Notice that L is continuous in ( - e , e) and L(0) = 0. On the 
other hand, from (5.6) we have 
ye = 2yL (5.21) 
(5.20) and (5.21) together imply that y is smooth in ( - e , e ) . • 
So, at any point away from the origin, there passes a unique asymmetric 
spiral taking this point as its unique inflection point. Like the spirals, they rotate 
around the origin in constant speed. However, now the inflection point also moves 
under the flow. See figure 5.6. 
錢 • 
Figure 5.6 /i = 1 




In the appendix, we give a derivation of (1.1) in the spirit of [6]. Our derivation 
essentially works for a large class of reaction-diffusion equations. However, for 
simplicity, we shall restrict ourselves to the simple equation 
Ut 二 Au + u{l — u){u — a), 
where a is a constant in (0,1). It has the advantage that its traveling wave 
solution u[x,t) = 0(^), ( = X — ct, satisfies 
0 = ^"^c^ + ^{l-^){^-a), 
is uniquely solvable for a unique c. In fact c = y ^ ( l / 2 — a) and ¢{^) = (1 + 
e " � ) - i . See Grindrod [4]. We take advantage of using a small parameter e. Let 
v{x, t) = u(f,，)• Then v satisfies 
evt = e^Ai; + i;(l -v){v-a) (6.1) 
Let 7 (p,t ) be the wave front of (6.1) to be determined in some time interval. 
Here p is a fixed parameterization of the curve for all t. Then, in a tubular 
neighbourhood of 7(p, t) we can use p and f as the local-coordinates to represent 
{^.y) 二 7(P，,) + ef—P,,) (6.2) 
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where n is a choice of unit normal of j(p, t). 
In a neighborhood of 7(p, t) we seek a solution of (6.1) in the form v{x, y, t)= 
0( f ) . As e is very small, the solution tends to the two equilibrium points 0 and 
1 away from 7(p, t) and so 7(p, t) may be regarded as the wave front connecting 
two distinct states. 
Notice that for e small, we see from (6.2) that {x, y) and (p , f ) are invertible. 
By differentiating (6.2) we get 
^7 dp ^ d^ + ^dn dp 
, dp dx dx dp dx , 
(0 1) = ^ ^ + e^n + ef— — 
, dp dy dy dp dy , 
(0 0) 二 炉7(办）2 I 7^^ P^ I (^¢^ I , d n d p 
‘ dp^ dx dp dx^ dx^ dx dp dx 
d^n.dp.2 dnd2p 
+ 《 妒 石 ） + ¾ ^ ' 
and 
(0 0)=炉7(办)2 I 7^d^ P I〔炉、I , d n d p 
， dp^ dy dp dy2 dy^ dy dp dy 
+<f^#)2+4^S. 
op^ dy op oy^ 
After taking inner product with n, we have 
ni = e | , (6.3) 
«2 = . | , (6.4) 
� = 0 ^ ) ^ - - S - # ( S ^ - -
� = S O ^ - - 0 - # ( | ) ^ -
Using Frenet's formulas, 
dT , 
^ = —kn 
OS 
dn , ^ ^ = 饥 
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where T is the correctly chosen unit tangent and s is the arc-length parameter, 
we have 
e g = (£)2(A: + e P )， a n d 
^ 0 = ( g ” ( h 4 
When ^ = 0，{x, y) = 7(p, t). So 
dj 一 dj _ 1 
dx dy 
Therefore, 
^ 0 - k ^ O { e ) , (6.5) 
d^f 
^ ^ = & + ••， （6.6) 
near 7(p, t). 
Now, we plug V = ¢(0) into (6.1) to get 
^ 二 0 ' ^ , 
dx dx ‘ 
^ = ^ /¾ 
dy dy， 
d^v 义,"兴、2 i,d% j 
^ = 〜 / + 小—,and 
d'v ^nM.2^.d'^ 
W'= “ 而 ） + 〜 • 
Therefore, we conclude 
� = " [ ( S ) 2 + #2!+"'[S + g] 
=^“ + {2ek + O(e^))0', 
after using (6.3) - (6.6). On the other hand, 
dv .M 
m 二 ^m-
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But, by differentiating (6 .2) , 
dj ^ 兴 . 
^ … • ^ = '• 
So, 
du ,,^7 e— = —0 — • n 
dt � dt 
三-0'iV. 
Now, (6.1) has became 
0" + (2eA; + N + O(e2))0' + (j>{l - 0 ) (0 — a) = 0 
Comparing with the equation satisfied by the traveling wave we conclude that 
2ek + N = c 
after ignoring the small term 0(e^). 
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